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hallyu is a korean term used to describe the wave of popularity of korean dramas. korean tv is broadcast almost all over asia. in fact, korea has an estimated 30% of the world tv market. china exports thousands of hours of
korean tv programming a year. in the us, gangnam style is a favorite, but it’s the wtf, is he korean? rap? "90 days" is the k-pop equivalent of "gangnam style". see? it’s spreading all over the world. the k-pop explosion hasn’t
happened yet. the korean wave is just starting. what we have seen so far is the tip of the iceberg. for a while, i was actually being referred to as "ji hoo fan". well, i never got into ji hoo, but i liked kim hyun joong and baek turned
into kpop stars. he was already famous before his team mates but now, they think they are the best performing five-member group. so, the group is losing their identity and i think the fans are slowly losing interest too. but, it’s
impossible to keep a band, no matter how great they are. i wouldn’t have expected bof to be so popular, but they are. especially, kim hyun joong. but i think he’s tired and i’m just me. it’s already 2012. i hope new talent will
come and show us something exciting. in the meantime, all we can do is wait for the next drama series. "oh, that’s how you do it!" well, good bye. i’m going to go and make the lazy person me do all the work. already addicted
to boys before flowers and will like the rest of the series. i love the show already. very dramatic scenes, especially for me because i can’t fall in love if the guy has bad character. and this is what i’ve been waiting for. i’m so glad
to be in love once again.
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